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The loss of Steve Abbott at age 49 to AIDS in 1992 has never been forgotten within the San 

Francisco poetry community. Beautiful Aliens: A Steve Abbott Reader illuminates what the 

nagging heartache has been all about. I don’t remember a time when I hadn’t heard of Abbott, 

even though I know it was well before I’d ever read a word written by him. I’m not sure how 

soon after arriving in town in the fall of 1998 I first became aware of his work. Or from whom 

for that matter. It may have been poet Noel Black, who shares a similar family background with 

Abbott’s daughter Alysia—both of their fathers being gay men who fathered a child in marriages 

with lesbian/bi-sexual women. Certainly, it was when reading through Alysia Abbott’s memoir 

Fairyland (2013) that I first truly began appreciate the reasons for the recognition granted her 

father. But it wasn’t until 2017, when I randomly came across his phenomenal Lives of the Poets 

(Black Star Series 1987) on the shelf where I work at the University of San Francisco’s Gleeson 

library1, that I ever actually read anything by Abbott in full. 

 

                                                           
1  Gleeson splendidly has a full run of Abbott’s published books thanks to the late Albert Huerta, S.J who 
bequeathed his eclectic collection of poetry by local poets to the library. Many of Abbott’s carry his own personal 
inscriptions to Huerta, with the exception of Wrecked Hearts (Dancing Rock Press, 1978) which appears to have 
been given to Huerta in 1999 by Alysia. In addition to her inscription at the front of the book, she has also added a 
note across a collaged portrait of herself which appears directly opposite Abbott’s poem “The Departure”: “I 
suppose it’s all over now. |Brief as a cloudless sky | Empty as my daughter’s mouth | You are flying home for 
Christmas. || Back home | I read this note | ‘Dear Tooth Fairy, | Tonight’s the night! | Tooth under her pillow. ‘ || 
Your plane drones on. […] Come morning | I’ll be the only good fairy | Left in town.” Alysia’s note reads in part, “I 
don’t remember the quarter but I remember the fairy”.  



Abbott’s Lives, needless to say, floored me. Ranking with Jack Spicer’s After Lorca as being 

near perfect a work as imaginable. Slim as each of the books are—that slimness being exactly 

what each project calls for—they’re yet foundational works. Intimate in address and serving up 

essential examples of poetics-at-work. Demonstration that factual “truths” are what the poet, 

abiding by the imagination, makes of them. Also, that one poet usurping another poet’s work and 

voice (or that of any other(s)) is all fair play. If not a necessity. As Abbott writes in “Notes On 

Boundaries: New Narrative”: “Isn’t the technique of pastiche—as practiced by [Kathy] Acker, 

[Bruce] Boone, [Robert] Glück, [Dodie] Bellamy and others—a kind of theft? Isn’t all 

intellectuality, even culture itself, theft?”  

 

The literal compulsion behind so much writing, after all, is reading writing. One gets you to the 

means of achieving the other. There is no plagiarism in poetry. Breaking down such arbitrary 

barriers of supposed proper literary decorum is one major takeaway from reading Abbott. The 

original title page for Abbott’s Lives reproduces Samuel Johnson’s foundational Lives of the 

Most Eminent English Poets (1781) with a slash through Johnson’s name and in its place 

Abbott’s signature inscribed with flourish. This is followed by a frontispiece portrait of Johnson 

with his face whited out. The ostentatious action is quite playful, hinting at being joyfully 

obnoxious.  

 

Abbott launches directly into the unnamed “lives” that are his subject. First off, comes “the 

biggest hero of my youth.” “He adored mom” buying her a “pink Cadillac and a big house.” “He 

got terribly fat” barely able to “squeeze into his white leather jumpsuit for shows in Vegas.” 

From these details most readers will recognize the subject is Elvis Presley. What makes Abbott’s 



Lives such terrific reading, however, are the other details he also includes, such as “A shy high-

schooler himself, he bought wild clothes on the Black side of town for his first concert.” and “He 

denied he was a drug addict because others shot him up.” Each of the short paragraphs making 

up Lives comes full of such titillating balance between stating the rather obvious well-known 

associations about the always unidentified subject while mixing in more obscure, possibly 

digressive, yet nonetheless fascinating elements of their biography. Abbott also tosses in some 

autobiographical asides of his own. These personal reflections are touching accounts of his 

feelings about what he’s reading and writing: “I stop reading Keats’ biography on page 290 

because I never want my friendship with him to end.” Abbott’s presence hangs about these pages 

like a dear friend.  

 

Editor Jamie Townsend gives a taste of the diverse “lives” Abbott traipses his way through. In 

addition to Presley, Townsend identifies “Ludwig Wittgenstein, Pier Palo Pasolini, and Lady 

Murasaki. Moments from Steve’s own life fill in the gaps between a range of idiosyncratic, 

fascinating composites of different lives stretched across epochs, cultures, and genders.” Abbott 

obviously borrows details, and in some cases directly lifts material, from out numerous published 

sources. He also likely switches items around here and there as he goes, perhaps changing this or 

that from his source texts. It’s his book after all. These are his Lives he’s telling. As when he 

bemoans the reality facing every poet:  

 

“Cervantes, Whitman, Poe, Stein, Creeley and almost every contemporary poet I know had to 

finance the publication of their first book. Dante and Zukofsky died before their masterworks 

were published; Dickinson published only one poem during her lifetime. Beckett’s Murphy was 

rejected by 42 publishers; Kerouac couldn’t get On the Road published for ten years. Paul 

Mariah told me that only one book of poetry in ten gets reviewed. These are not facts. This is a 

poet’s life.” 

 



So it goes. Published in an edition of 600 copies an original edition of Abbott’s Lives is currently 

unavailable on-line, even a search on the behemoth site Amazon fails turn up a used copy. It has 

never been reprinted. Beautiful Aliens rightfully opens with this lucid masterpiece. This alone 

makes the book phenomenally great. 

 

I do recall poet Kevin Killian mentioning Abbott several times over the years during public 

occasions as well as in personal communication. They were close friends, Killian serving as 

Abbott’s literary executor. Killian quite rightfully never forgot the tasteless and hateful 

disservice to Abbott done by poets Tom Clark and Ed Dorn bestowing upon him an “AIDS 

Awards for Poetic Idiocy” in a 1983 issue of Dorn’s house zine Rolling Stock. The homophobic 

idiocy of the Clark/Dorn action has never been lost upon me, even as I continue hold their works 

in high esteem. As Abbott himself lays bare in “Will We Survive the ‘80s”: “They mock us as 

we die, knowing full well that anti-gay humor leads to anti-gay violence.” There is no room for 

laughter. 

 

Clark/Dorn knuckle-headedly perceived Abbott’s rising position in poetryworld as somehow 

threatening to their own activities. After all, he edited the Bay Area’s once essential guide to 

what-was-what poetry-wise Poetry Flash, along with his own mag Soup, and was heavily on the 

scene with the burgeoning New Narrative folks and the thriving Small Press Traffic community. 

But what I think must have disturbed Clark and Dorn most was the sheer range of Abbott’s 

interests and his skilled ability to move between whatever modes of writing and living that he 

found of interest. Not to mention he also represented the up-and-coming younger generation and 

was quite good looking to boot. That is to say, ultimately they were simply jealous. Which is so 



boring! Not that there isn’t plenty to be jealous of. Lives is hardly representative of Abbott’s 

oeuvre. As Beautiful Aliens testifies, he wrote a viciously divergent amount of fiction, non-

fiction, and criticism (contributing regularly to The Advocate, The Bay Guardian, Bay Area 

Reporter, SF Weekly, and The Sentinel) along with some serious doodling of cartoons, several of 

which are included, and of course abundant amounts of lyric poetry. When taken as a whole his 

work quite willfully defies any strict categorization by genre or school.       

 

Here’s how Killian and Dodie Bellamy describe Abbott in their introduction to Writers Who 

Love Too Much: new narrative writing, 1977-1997 (2017): 

“[Steve Abbott] was the sparkplug that every scene depends on without , perhaps, realizing just 

how much it needs him. As a journalist and publicist, he was connected to a smorgasbord of 

Californian, national and international writing trends. In his youth he had been a baby Beat, a 

poetry and antiwar activist who arranged for Ginsberg to make the road trip to Kansas during 

which he wrote his famous Wichita Vortex Sutra. [...] He loved his Bob Kaufman and he also 

loved Georges Perec, June Jordan, Georges Bataille, Chinua Achebe, Kathy Acker.”  

 

Included in Beautiful Aliens is Abbott’s riveting portrait of Kaufman. In which he name drops 

the likes of Kush of Cloud House (also named elsewhere by Abbott, obviously they were pals to 

some extent), Neeli Cherkovski, and Jack Micheline, among others. Abbott’s fan-like 

appreciation for Kaufman glows throughout the piece. It’s obvious that he recognizes the power 

of Kaufman as a poet, but most remarkably he has no qualms over writing about how much he 

enjoys and seeks out the company of such poets.  

 

The North Beach scene which Kaufman was at the heart of could not be further from the literary 

group Abbott’s most often associated with, New Narrative. I asked Cherkovski about Abbott and 

he said that yes he was very much around, always friendly and generous. He even once brought 

Robert Duncan around to Cherkovski’s home for a visit. As a poet circulating his way through 



the literary cliques of his time, Abbott embraced everybody and everything which suited him. 

Such generous and warm-heartedness towards fellow poets for the pure pleasure of personal 

enjoyment regardless of who/what’s considered hip or socially acceptable to one’s peers is sadly 

delinquent in what’s ever and always more of a hustler’s scene. The hustler with the golden heart 

being a rare breed.    

 

Sexuality is prevalent across Abbott’s writing. At times graphic, it’s never egregiously so. (Is 

that even possible?) 

 

“On the darker side, my favorite painter when I was in high school was Hieronymus Bosch. I 

loved the grinning devils who shat coins and humans. Perhaps then I began to see the anus as 

something magical, holy. The upper mouth, made for eating, drinking, and talking seems too 

pubic; but the lower one, the anus, gnostic lips all puckered and quivering, waits for a more 

persevering, private lover—my tongue.” (“Passing Strangers”)  

  

It’s quite clear sexual acts held Abbott’s interest on the same level as any other occurrence 

grabbing the attention of his imagination. When the matter of sex comes up, he writes about it, 

and does so with utmost candor:  

 

“Incest is a forbidden topic. Its causes are even more unsettling because it’s not just a matter of 

‘evil’ parents. I remember holding and kissing Alysia when she was a few months old. 

Impulsively, unthinkingly, I put my tongue in her mouth. She giggled with delight and wanted to 

do it again. I felt suddenly appalled at how sexual we were and I felt guilty and afraid that Barb 

would come in and see us like this. After that I was careful to hold myself back. But I could see 

how easily incest could occur. Infants are polymorphously perverse. They have no morality. It is 

exceedingly dangerous to fall under their spell.” (“My Kid”) 

 

The above passage is in no way advocacy for incest. Abbott undoubtedly was ever learning from 

the act of writing. This passage, from “My Kid” a previously unpublished, apparent self-

interview, demonstrates his proclivity to better understand himself through writing. In this case, 

it’s his relationship with his daughter and his feelings around being a parent. His willingness to 



be utterly open in his writing, whatever the subject, is remarkable. He quite accurately attests, “I 

live my life by writing it. You will not know me except by what is said on this page. And my life 

is an open book.” (“Days”) He never backs away from laying everything on the line. When he 

finds himself getting ahead of himself, he calls himself to account: “From a working-class or 

marginal perspective, shoplifting—food, sweaters, ‘art spaces’ on a subway, ideas—is no more 

than taking back what’s previously been ripped off from you. If all property is theft, steal. But 

how much anarchy do we want? How much do I want?” There are no easy answers to writing 

operating directly at the edges of so many fronts.  

 

I’m repeatedly brought up short by Abbott’s particular care for circumstance. Whether his own 

or others, whether literary or societal, his awareness and insight into what’s at risk in the 

situation acts as guiding principle to his exploration in writing. For instance, the magic of his life 

in the city was as precarious then as it remains for those of us living here now: “All of us came 

for the beauty of San Francisco’s unique neighborhoods only to return from work and find […] 

our whole neighborhood has moved.” (“There Goes the Neighborhood”) Or, as when looking 

over the large Black Sparrow poetry collection of John Wieners, he draws a clear division 

between those who would seek take advantage and those who would advance upon the learning 

imparted from the impact made by such a figure: “what Wieners shattered can only be opened to 

those carried forward by the need to shatter; the others do to Wieners what they do to everything 

else: nothing has meaning for them, and everything they touch decomposes.” 

(“Wienerschnitzel”) This message should be heeded by those desiring to entice the academic 

millhouses to begin churning out publications centered upon Wieners and his work.  

 



Grounded by engaged curiosity and charged with literary acumen, Abbott’s work most of all 

serves as passionate reminder of how fragile and necessary writing is to the human condition. 

The pursuit of better understanding the world and our place in it remains paramount as much as 

ever. His lifework serves as testament to how the poet, as Pound’s “antenna”, forever serves as 

reflector and redirector of the vagaries of history. Alive as ever.  

Queer, 

you may consider me 

an hysterical personality. 

In this century 

we all have had much 

    too much 

to be hysterical about.    

(“An ‘Educated Queer’ On Hearing David Bottoms Read At Callenwold”)    

 

 

 

 


